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Let R be a Noetherian domain and R [X] a polynomial ring. Let a be a non-zero element of an algebraic

field extension L of the quotient field K of R and let n: R[X] > R[a] be the i?-algebra homomorphism

sending X to a. Let <pa (X) be the monic minimal polynomial of a over K with deg <pa {X) = d and write

<pa{X)=Xd+ViXd-l+"- + 7,d. For y e= if, put /
y
= (R :Ry) = {b e= tf | 6y e /?}. Let /^ := n f=1/ft, which

is called a generalized denominator ideal of i? (cf. [1]). Let/w = /[a]c(<pa (X)), where c(<pa (X)) denotes

the fractional ideal of R generated by the coefficients 1, nu tj2,･･･, r]dof <pa (X). Note that for a e K, /[a] =

/ff and /[aj = /w + <ar/[-a-|.The element a e Lis called an anti-integral element of degree d over R if Ker

n ―I＼al<pa(X)R[X], When or is an anti-integral element over R, we say that R[a] is an anti-integral

extension of R. Also, a is called a super-primitive element of degree d over i? if /[a] £ p for any /> e Dpi

(/?), the set of depth one prime ideals of R (cf. [4], [8]).

In [5], S. Oda and K. Yoshida studied some properties of a generalized denominator ideal /[a] and the

structure of a ring extension R[a] of R satisfying IMR[a] ―R[a], The related topics are also seen in [3].

In this paper, we study some relations between/[a]i?[a-] n R and R[tji, ■■-,7jd], and some conditions that

grade(/w+/[a.1])>l.

Throughout this paper, we use the following notation unless otherwise specified:

Let R be a Noetherian domain, and let a be a non-zero element of an algebraic field extension L of the

quotient field K of R. Let n: R[X] * R[a] be the i?-algebra homomorphism sending X to a. Let <pa

(X) be the monic minimal polynomial of a over K with deg <p (X) ―d and write <pa (X) =Xd+?j1Xd~1-＼ h

Vd, let IM=f)di=1(R :
R Vi)

andlet/w = /[a]C(<pa(m

All rings treated in this paper are commutative rings with identity. The reference of unexplained technical

terms is [2].

Definition (cf. [1] and [7]). An element a e L is called an exclusive element over R if R[a] (1 K = R.

Proposition 1. Assume that a is a super-primitive element of degree d over R and that a is an exclusive

element over R. If I[a]R[a]―R[a], then a is integral over R and R[a] is a free R-module of rank d.

Proof. By Theorem 15 in [5], if I^a]R[a] ―R[a] then R[tju ･･･, 7jd] Q R[a], Since a is exclusive, it

follows that A fl K = R. Therefore R[tju ･･･, %] c R, and so rju ･･･, vd e R. Since ad+7jt ad-l-＼ ＼-rjd=

0, we have that a is an integral element over R and R[a] is a free R-module of rank d.
Q

Corollary 2. If p is a prime ideal of R such that I[a] c p, then I[a]R[a] D R c p.

Proof. Suppose that IMR[a] D R £ p. Then there exists an element s e IMR[a] D R and s & p.

Hence IMR[a]P=R[a]p. We have that /[<r]^/> by Proposition 1. This is a contradiction. Thus I^Rla]

f) R Q p. a

Theorem 3. Let R be a Noetherian domain with quotient field K. If a is a super-primitive element of degree
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d over R and a is an exclusive element, then we have that V7＼ -,R[a] D R = ■J~I~[a-]-

Proof. It is clear that ■JlMR[a] D R 3 J~I~[a-＼･The converse inclusion follows from Corollary 2.
Q

Remark. It is known that I, -,R[a] =R[a] if and only if R[tju ■■■,?jd]is a flat extension over R and R

l??u -, ^] C /?[tf] (cf. [5, (15.1)]).

Theorem 4. Assume ^/m^ a is a super-primitive element of degree d over R. Then

Proof. By Remark above, I, -,R[a] =R[a] if and only if R[iji, ･･･, rjd] is a flat extension over R and R

Uu ―, r}d＼£ R[a]. Let p e Spec(#). If/≫^7[a]/?[a] (1 i?, then we have that I[a}R[a]p = R[a]p.

Therefore R[tju ･･; Vdip is a flat extension over Rp and R[iji, ･･･, ^]p c i?[ar]p. Since i?[^i, ･･･, ^]p =

Rp[f?i, ―, Vd＼, Rivu ･", %]p is a flat extension over Rp and i?[^i, ･･･, tjd]pis a birational extension over

RP, we have that IMR＼_nu ･･; *idlp=R[m> ""≫ ^J* because 7[<r]= n,=/7l. Thus/) ^/[<r]i?[^i, ･･■,Vd＼ C＼

R. Since i?[^i, ･■■,i/Jf C ]?[≪], we have that/> jzf flf.=1(/?[<*] ^ ?,-). Conversely, if p ^ I[a]R[rii, ■■■,

tjd] fl R and p ^ C＼
i=1(R

[a]:
R ?ji)

then R[?ju ･･･, ^d]P is a flat extension of RP and/? [771,■･-,･%]P c R[a]P.

Therefore I[a]R[a]P = R[a]P, and have p J I[a]R[a] (1 R. a

Considering Remark above, we have the following corollaries.

Corollary 5. If R[jju ■･･,Tjd] c R[a], then

JlMR[a] fl R = Jl[a}R[Vu ■■;Vd] fl R.

Therefore I^R[a] =R[a] if and only if R[?ji, ■･■･,7jd] is a flat extension of R.

Corollary 6. // R[Vu ―, rjA is aflat extension over R, then <Jl[alR[a] D R = V ni=1(R[a~＼:R rj,) .

Therefore IMR[a]=R[a] if and only if R{rju ―, Vd＼ £ R[a].

In Proposition 11 in [6], S. Oda and K. Yoshida proved that if grade (/[<r]+ /[(r.1])>1, then aR[a~＼ fl R-

J[.-]-

We consider a condition that grade(/r ,+ /r n) >1.
L≪J la J

Proposition 7. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) grade (7[(r]+I[a.1])>l;

(2) I^―I and rjd is a super-primitive element over R.

Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then a is a super-primitive element of degree d over R.

Proof. (2) =!>(1). Since7[a _,,= ^d7[a] = %/[
](

wehave that I
[a]

+ ^[^.]~^,4+ vJ =J
:

Since rjdis a super-

primitive over R, we have that grade (7w + /[i^1])>1.

(1) =!>(2). Since I, ,= f). J , we shall show that /,, 2/ . Let p be a prime divisor of 7r ,. Since I, ,
la} 2―1 rii la＼ 7]d la＼ la＼

is a divisorial ideal of R, we have that depth Rp = ＼. Therefore 7w+7[a_,-| £ p. Since 1＼a-^= vJ w. we see

that 7[a](l, jjd)Rp ―Rp. Consequently, I^Rp is an invertible ideal of RP and 7[<rj= (1, rjd)Rp. Since I^RP =

I Rp, we have that 7 c/ Rp. Therefore I c 7r , and have 7r ,= 7 . n

Corollary 8. 7/ the conditions of Proposition 7 hold, then aR[a] 0 R = I ,= ^1 __aw<i in particular, rjj

C ai?[a].

Remark (cf. [8]). Assume that or is an anti-integral element over R. Then

(1) I^ ―R if and only if a is integral over i?.

(2) JM-R if and only if i?[ar] is flat over R.

Theorem 9. The following statements are equivalent

(2) I^I^andJ^R
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Moreover, if one of these equivalent conditions is satisfied then all tju ･･･, %-i are elements of R＼_rjJ＼.

Proof. (1) =M2). Suppose that/w+/[a_1] = i?. Then grade (/[ai + ILa n) >1- By Proposition 7, we have that

7W = /V and S0 /? = /W + /[--] = /W + ^W = /lfc+^*=/[,j.

(2) => (1). It follows that /?=/w = /^+^lb = /w + ^w = /w + /[(t-.].

Next, we shall prove that 771,･･･, %-i e ^[?7d]. For any P e Spec(i?), put£ = P (1 i?. Since J^ ―R,

it follows that i?[%] is a flat extension over i? (cf. [8]), and we have that R[rjd] is a birational extension

over R. Therefore R＼_t]d~＼p= Rp. Since Rp 3 %, we have that p ~£I =IM
>

and so p ^ I^ for any /.

Therefore rju ―, Vd-i e R＼.v<i＼pf°r a^ P e Spec(/?[7d]). Hence ijlt ･･･, ^_i e i?[^].
D

In the rest of this paper, we treat the case 1,^ ―1 .

Remark. If Ir ,= / and/r -,―R, then i?[ar] is a flat extension over R. For, it holds that/r ,= /r ,(1, 771,

-, t)d)=Iv{l,T}u ■■;ijd) 2 7^(1, ^)=/w = i?.
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